
BILDzumTON – Architectural Projection Mapping “Stadtwerke Neustadt”

Making-Of Video 
https://youtu.be/r1ABHcddi5l

BILDzumTON has been working as visual jockey for over 15 years. Besides flash-
sequences, real videos and 2D-clips the self produced contents includes also 3D-
animations. In this connection arose many small projects.
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3D-objects from consisting logos. 
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Abstract, geometrical and technically inspirational animations.
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Some 3D content for the work as visual jockey.

The development went on in the direction of mapping and projection onto facades by the 
work as a video artist. In the planning and conception the LightWave3D is already used. 
The buildings are also used as virtual models for the basis as 3D-animation.
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3D model of the Stadtwerke Neustadt building.



One of the current project of BILDzumTON is the production of a new building of a public
service company. Already in the building phase was certain that the reconstruction should 
be notably placed in scene. A  true to scale 3D-modell arose in cooperation with an 
architect. With the help of it it was possible to simulate a real model for testing  and 
presenting. The projection is illustrating the target and the big challenge of this project.
Two facades standing in a right chevron to each other should be lighted from one position.
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Planing and simulation of the real geometrical situation.

Besides the high-power media server two light-intensive video-projectors came into use to 
operate from the technical point of view on a professional level. The two professional 
projectors with 20,000 ANSI-Lumen made the necessary lightness so that the multifaceted 
animations were tangible.
The contents of the projections unto facades are leaned against the sphere of the 
customer. The SWN is offering a nutrient medium for varied, artistic video sequences as 
utility and water supplier, as telecommunications provider as well as operator of pools.
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The gear wheels pictured in the different levels symbolize the impetus. The building will 
become an engine – energy will become work. Therefore more than 10 different gear 
wheels objects were produced. It was important to choose the right physical proportions
so that the different gear wheels could interlock.
Three different light sources intensified the space impression and formed an act between 
light and shadow. 
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The company logo was integrated in the animation. A 3D object was made from the 2D 
model. The colours included in the logo symbolize three of the most important spheres of 
activity of the public services. 
Blue - the water supply,
yellow - the supply with natural gas and
red - the electrical power supply. 
The pipes which bunch out from the loge were designed by the help of three particles 
emitters along the trail around the windows of  the new building. The effective impact was 
illustrated by the cirrus of the plants which sprouted out of the pipes.
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The transformation of the new building to the historical temple was able by the usage of 
iconic – Doric columns and neoclassical window elements. The windows and columns 
were systematic adjusted at the symmetries and proportions of the existing building. The 
exact position of the light source has achieved in this situation by the formation of shades 
the best three-dimensional effect for the viewer during the projections onto facades.
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The facade was copied with nearly 10,000 stones. Even here was worked with the 
particles emitter of Lightwave3D. The actually stone-objects were placed by the Particle Fx 
Linker in the right position and the animations were moved by the Wind Effector.
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The company-specific colours were used with the effect of Rubik's cube. As the building is 
not really quadratic and as there could be used only three colours the “Rubik's effect” was 
only simulated. 

The complete video of the architectural projection:
https://youtu.be/mDeOLCYlrHU


